INSTRUCTIONS VIA:

a short guide to folding an eight-page mini zine

1. Fold a standard piece of white copy paper (8.5 x 11 inches) into eight even parts like so:

2. Now crease those folds so the paper rests like this naturally:

3. Now fold the paper in half as below and cut it halfway through so it looks like “4”...

4. Place the paper down like so. Now put your index fingers where the arrows are, lifting up while folding the sheet lengthwise over your index fingers...

5. During lengthwise folding in step “4” the middle of the sheet should buckle so that it can fold into this form naturally:

6. And now you have your eight-page zine! Notice the “starred” page is the front page of the zine. Voilà!

Keep a 5mm blank margin around the whole sheet (Marked off in gray on the template on the next pages). Anything written within that area is not copied by most photocopiers.

The numbers on the zine template on the next page tell you the final order of the pages and the orientation of images on the pages once you fold the zine up: “1” is the first cover page and “8” is the last back cover page!